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Abstract: Guy T. Slaughter was an early Balloonist.

Conditions Governing Use

Some copyright may be reserved. Consult with the library director for more information.

Conditions Governing Access

The collection is open to researchers by appointment.

Immediate Source of Acquisition

The materials in this Collection were donated to the San Diego Air and Space Museum.

Preferred Citation

[Item], [Filing Unit], [Series Title], [Subgroups], [Record Group Title and Number], [Repository “San Diego Air & Space Museum Library & Archives”]

Biographical / Historical

Guy T. Slaughter was an early aviator and balloonist. He helped form the Pacific Aero Club of San Francisco.

Scope and Contents

65 photos detailing his aviation and ballooning career.

Related Materials

LTA Collection.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Aeronautics -- History

Balloons

Balloonists

Airships

Slaughter, Guy T.

Envelope 01

Physical Description: 65 Photos